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Making sense of at-height certification

Similarities in terminology doesn’t always equate to a comparable climbing skill set
Authorized Person
OSHA recognizes this cert level as identifying a site visitor who will not be expected
nor authorized to climb a turbine. However,
they still have been instructed as to the
general site hazards such as ice that could
fall or be flung from blades and driving
conditions and expectations on site. Since it
is not an authorized “climber” certification
however, this card in no way implies that
this person is trained to climb turbines.
Perhaps this cert may someday become a
company policy standard for even setting
foot on a site, but it is currently not a
requirement for most sites. This is typically
a one-day course with much less hands-on
training than any other certification.
Courtesy of Ecotech Institute

By Walter Christmas
Ecotech Institute
Authorized climber? Authorized person? Competent climber/rescuer?
Qualified climber???
Do all these terms describe the same certification? As an instructor
of wind turbine safety at Ecotech Institute, I’ve been asked this question
many times over the years — in one form or another — by students, site
managers, and HR personnel. The clear answer only came into focus, however, when I joined the safety training team at Technical Rescue Systems
(TRS) of Fort Collins, Colorado. Founder, owner, and Master Instructor,
Steve Fleming has been a wealth of knowledge for me in sorting out the
subtle and not so subtle differences amongst these terms. As a member
of the expert panels that form the consensus for multiple safety organizations including ANSI, NFPA and NATE (National Association of Tower
Erectors), Fleming has the credentials to trust in this field. With nearly
four decades of experience as a firefighter including decades as Captain of
the Poudre Fire Authority of Fort Collins, Colorado, he has been a trusted
leader in the safety field almost as long as this writer has been alive.
“There are so many interpretations of these terms, and giving you a
concise answer isn’t easy. It depends on which organization you’re asking
about,” Fleming begins in response to my barrage of questions. “There’s a
drive to have them agree to an understanding between the three [organizations].” My boss and safety mentor broke it down for me into the following
basic terms:
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Authorized Climber
The authorized climber cert describes
someone trained in the proper use of a
personal fall arrest system (PFAS). Since
there is no mention of rescue training, it
should be assumed that this person is not
qualified to perform a rescue, and therefore
an authorized climber should be accompanied by two “competent climber/rescuer”
certified persons, or climb with a single
competent climber/rescuer with another
competent climber/rescuer nearby who is
capable of responding within a few minutes
to a distress call.
A short-term goal for an authorized
climber is to quickly move towards the
level of “competent climber/rescuer.” Since
the competent level implies experience
and familiarity with the work environment, hiring managers will not likely see
entry-level applicant resumes flaunting this
cert. Such advanced level training can only
be provided by training companies that can
effectively simulate the work environment
and train with similar rescue and PFAS
equipment.
Much more time is needed to effectively train someone to climb and practice
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safe work-at-height skills of the
authorized climber. Therefore, this is
typically a two-day course, and only
properly equipped training companies are truly qualified to offer such
a cert. A ladder with a safety cable
does not suffice.

Authorized Climber/Rescuer
This certification can be misleading. It would seem safe to assume
that such a certification qualifies
someone to perform rescues. In fact,
the training provided will have included at least one rescue technique.
However, the term “authorized” is
not generally considered to signify
experience in the field. A lack of
familiarity with the wind turbine environment would leave a newly hired
person far short of the necessary
experience to safely perform a rescue
in or from a turbine. It is conceivable that relying on workers with
this low level of rescue preparation
represents a false sense of security.
Perhaps a better name for this cert
would be “Authorized Climber/Rescue Assistant” as the level of training
certainly qualifies this person to
assist in the rescue process. The issue
of pairing the terms “authorized”
with “rescuer” is such a large concern
that some organizations, including
NATE, question the authorized
climber/rescuer cert’s validity.
Despite the concern about the
term contradiction mentioned above,
in some work-at-height industries,
it might be unrealistic to have
significantly experienced personnel on the payroll. Therefore, even
having a competent climber/rescuer
available may not be an option. This
may be why this “in-between” cert
even exists. Still, in the wind energy
industry, technicians climb almost
everyday, so this dilemma does not
seem to arise on wind farms often.

Competent Climber/Rescuer
A competent climber/rescuer can
be considered to be more of a supervisor to the entry-level, authorized
climber. This certification course
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commonly spans three to five full
days. It is appropriate for a worker
with a high level of familiarity
with the work environment. NATE
quantifies this level of experience as
including at least 90 days of climbing/working at height. In the case of
a wind turbine, this means that the
certified competent climber/rescuer knows exactly where all rescue
equipment is located, what exactly is
in the rescue kit, has practiced simulated rescues using the equipment
in question, can determine the best
anchor points to utilize, and can alter
the rescue procedure to accommodate unforeseen variables. As Steve
Fleming puts it, “A competent person
has the abilities to make changes by
identifying existing and unpredictable hazards, take prompt corrective
measures, and adapts the rescue
procedure accordingly.”
The competent climber is capable
of performing inspections on equipment. In fact, OSHA characterizes
competent climbers as being capable
of leading the site safety program.
If an authorized climber card is the
ticket to entry for a wind technician,
then the competent climber/rescuer
certification is verification of experience in various rescue techniques.
Again, NATE standards recommend
that each climbing team have two
competent climber/rescuers present
at the very minimum.

Qualified Climber/Rescuer
A qualified climber/rescuer is a
large step above a competent one.
The qualified person will have all
of the skills of a competent person,
but will also have the technical
knowledge to make design decisions
such as appropriate anchor points.
They tend to be closer to the design
team of engineers. This requires the
qualified person to have knowledge
of metallurgy and an ability to research the strength of materials. The
qualified person must know how to
estimate loads put onto anchors and
personal fall arrest systems (PFAS)
such as the maximum arrest force

(MAF) of a fall. Experience and skill
in performing equipment inspections
is essential .
Employers tend to recognize
certain technicians for advancement.
Sending the most professional and
reliable technician or technicians for
this training is a justified reward for
the high level of service they provide
to the site. While the technical knowledge reflected by this certification
can only enhance a company’s safety
program, this may not be considered
an appropriate certification for an
entry-level technician. To bear the
responsibility such a certification
deserves, it is recommended that the
technician who carries this certification have a much higher level of
familiarity with the wind turbine than
a new hire is likely to have.

Recertification Cycles
How often do technicians need
to recertify? Typically, training
companies will provide a one-year

certification, however they may offer
a two-year cert with the caveat that
the site safety program must include
a refresher session annually at the
very minimum. This session can be
overseen by an outside trainer, or by
a competent climber/rescuer from
the site or company.

Compliance
It is important to note that OSHA can
and will impose fines upon a site if
company safety standards are not upheld, even if the violation in question
exceeds OSHA requirements. For
example, OSHA currently restricts
climbing a turbine in “inclement
weather,” but they are not specific
as to the meaning of the term. If the
company states in its safety policy
that technicians are not to climb the
turbine in winds faster than 25 m/s,
OSHA can impose a fine for workers
not following their company’s own
policy even if the worker has not
violated any specific rules of OSHA.

This can have profound impacts
on the way a company states the
requirements for the certifications
technicians must hold. If the various
certification terms are misunderstood and used improperly, a site
may find it very difficult to remain
in compliance with its own company
policy.

Conclusion
Thanks to safety leaders such as
Steve Fleming and the top-notch
training provided by his thirty-year
old company, Technical Rescue
Systems, we can now find ourselves
better prepared to make hiring and
training decisions for our industry’s
technicians. Aspiring wind turbine
technicians can now make informed
strategy decisions to help them work
safely and land the job they want. We
all know that, of all of the tools available to us in the work we perform,
knowledge is the most valuable tool
of all.
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Torkworx is well-established
in the wind industry here in
the U.S. What are some of the
services that the company
offers the industry?
We started out with strictly repair and calibration services for
all types of torque and tension
systems. Torkworx is an ISO9001
and ISO17025 accredited company
so our ability to competently perform these type of repair services
brought huge growth to our inhouse service and our calibration
department. Over the last few
years we have expanded into onsite services as well. Originally
just base bolt tension rechecks
because we knew that our technical expertise and our advanced
technology would provide a huge
benefit to the market on an application that a highly trained Wind
Tech really doesn’t need to be
wasting his time on.
Torkworx provides Bolting
Techs, not Wind Techs. Our guys
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understand the complex nature of
a mechanical joint and are experts
in that field. We are so proficient
at the base bolt recheck services
that we are able to complete a
10% check within 15 minutes and
100-percent check within an hour.
Most recently we have expanded
to up-tower bolting services as
well. The market has embraced
the idea of having a “Bolting Specific” service delivered for maintenances. Again, Torkworx Techs
are Bolting Techs that can safely
climb, not wind techs. And they
are so good at what they do that
the owner/operator realizes instant value since we can complete
these applications much faster
and with better results. When
you have that laser focus on a specific task and you have thousands
of these applications successfully
completed you get real good at it
and the customer sees the results
from Day One when we have the
bolting done in ½ the time they
are accustom to.

I understand the company
has grown rather rapidly.
To what do attribute that
expansion?
Our growth has been due to our
attention to customer requirements and our ability to deliver
an unbiased assessment of the
solution. We are always looking
at better and more effective ways
to deliver better results. We do
this with a clear vision of the customer’s goals and we make it our
goal. Whether we are discussing
tooling packages, onsite services
or custom applications.

What are some of the challenges that the wind industry
is facing regarding torque
and tensioning?
As the WTG technology gets
bigger there will be challenges
with providing viable torque and
tension systems that are safe, portable, lightweight, fast and easy
to use. The larger these WTGs
get the bigger the tooling has to
get. As we they get larger, the
fasteners get larger and ultimately the tooling has to get larger.
Additionally, validating the load
left in the fastener during breakins and maintenances will be
more difficult as well. Insuring
that the fasteners are tightened
to the right specification and that
the load properly remains in the
fastener.

What are some of the current
or emerging technologies
that Torkworx employs to
meet those challenges?
I can’t speak of emerging technologies because we have a lot of
due diligence to complete before
we are ready to take a technology
to market. But I can say that the
new ERAD-BLU Series along with
the ERAD-S Series will provide
an enormous amount of value to
the market. We will stop using
power to torque conversion and
start using real time torque measurement to complete our torque
cycles. This means that we will
know in real time exactly what
torque is introduced to the fastener. We have always looked for
this real time feedback to confirm
our scope of work and now New

World Technologies has delivered
this in the next generation ERAD
Systems and their Smart Socket
Technology. So even if the operator is still using older hydraulic
wrenches instead of an ERAD
System, they can still validate the
torque introduced into the fastener
using the Smart Socket. It displays
the peak torque for the cycle on
a mini LED screen and the data
is downloaded using mini HDMI.
We have major OEMs using these
systems now and if Torkworx
does it’s jobs right we will have
Owner Operators requesting this
technology at construction and
maintenance.

I noticed Torkworx doesn’t
advise a “one-size-fits-all”
approach to torque and
tensioning. Why is that?
Every customer is different just
like every application is differ-

ent. Our philosophy is to listen.
Listen to the customer desires,
to their ultimate goals and find a
way to make that happen. We do
a real good job of listening. And
once we know exactly what the
customer is looking to accomplish
we set out to find the best method
or technology to reach that goal.
You can’t do that when you offer a
“one-size-fits-all” solution. That’s
why we look at all the best manufacturers and all the best technologies. We are not married to any
single manufacturer because no
one does a great job of everything.
We employ the ones that are great
at what they do. And if we can’t
find one then we go in-house and
find a custom solution that meets
the customer requirements. We
have done that many times as well.
Most recently we just completed
a specialty project for GE where
we used a RAD system to turn an

unbalanced rotor during construction. It took some doing but with
the help of New World Technologies and the customer we were
able to develop a solution that
delivered the results everyone was
looking for. That’s what makes
Torkworx great, our dedicated
partners in the industry and the
customers that confidently provide those opportunities to us.

What are some of the field
services that Torkworx
offers?
We started with base bolts, but
now we are doing up tower bolting
and some general maintenances as
well. We are more bolting focused
but if the customer asks we make
every attempt to provide. Just remember we are not wind techs, we
are bolting techs that know how to
safely climb and that’s why we are
so good at what we do.
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PRODUCT
Spectro broadens oil-water
contamination capabilities of
FluidScan Portable Analyzers
Spectro Scientific, a developer and manufacturer of
analytical tools and software
for industrial fluids analysis,
recently announced the
addition of a comprehensive
water measurement solution
for its FluidScan® analyzer.
The FluidScan employs patent
pending technology, providing
a practical alternative to traditional Karl Fisher titration for
use outside of laboratories.
This new FluidScan capa-

BOLT TENSIONING

ICE
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E SERV
AD

bility is well-suited for industrial environments like power generation plants where
reliable water measurement
in turbine oil is critical.
Severe water contamination
can cause changes in the oil’s
viscosity, accelerated oxidation, depletion of additives,
and decreased bearing life.
For more information
about Spectro Scientific’s
fluid analysis solutions, visit
www.spectrosci.com.
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PRODUCT
Morgan announces
new carbon brush
grade for improved
turbine uptime
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Morgan Advanced Materials’
Electrical Carbon business has
developed a new carbon brush
grade, suitable for wind turbine
applications, that drastically improves uptime in some of the most
demanding conditions. The LL587
carbon brush grade maximizes
uptime through extended brush
life combined with minimal wear
to slip rings.
Extensive field testing by by the
company and several wind farms
in multiple geographic locations
has proven that the LL587 carbon
brushes create the optimum brush
film and minimize friction while
maintaining excellent conductivity — resulting in exceptionally
long brush life. This brush grade
demonstrated a projected service
life of over four years at test sites in
Texas, Iowa, and other locations —
longer than any other tested.
In addition, the LL587 carbon
brush grade is ideally suited for
steel slip rings, where it results
in the reduction of maintenance
required, and therefore reduces operating costs. Morgan’s application
engineers work closely with customers to ensure that the optimal
brush grade is used for each application to maximize effectiveness
and minimize downtime.
The LL587 grade carbon brushes
are available from Morgan Advanced Materials and its distribution partners.
For more information on Morgan’s carbon brushes, visit www.
morganelectricalmaterials.com/
carbonbrushes

Expediting bolted joint maintenance
with load-indicating fasteners

Courtesy of Valley Forge & Bolt

By Rusty Flocken
Valley Forge & Bolt
In fastening, joint tightness is nearly
always associated with the use of
a calibrated torque wrench during
installation. However, for any given
fastener, the relationship between
applied torque and resulting tension
is anything but direct. This is no fault
of the torque tool, but simply a shortcoming of the method itself; installation torque is not a measure of joint
tension, it is purely a measurement of
applied tightening effort. The primary
reason for this is the influence of friction. When a fastener is tightened to a
prescribed torque, this value has been
calculated using a targeted clamp load
and a nut (friction) factor. Variations
of up to +/- 30% can arise at random
with multiple fasteners from the same
lot developing varying amounts of
friction due to natural surface imperfections. Even within specification
limits, variances in hardness and/or
material properties can also impact
accuracy.
These same errors within the
torque-tension relationship also exist
when verifying or maintaining bolt

dicating fasteners. Of the three methods,
load-indicating fasteners (LIFs) have
proven to be the most beneficial for a
number of reasons. LIFs are capable of
showing real-time fastener load up to
the material yield strength continuously
throughout the life of the fastener. With
a LIF, accurate and fast load readings are
possible without special operator training or the need for keeping records or
calculations to determine tightness. To
verify load, an operator does not require
any bolting experience, as this information is read directly from the fastener.
The use of a detachable load-reading
device may be required. Additional benefits can include automatic torque tool
control and bolt load data logging capability. This means that bolted joints can
be tightened and maintained more accurately, quickly, and with data to support
that they are safe and properly loaded.
In fastening applications where joint
tension is controlled, the only direct
tightness. In addition, the process
means to do so is with a LIF. All of the
takes a lot of time and may result in
little to no gain in joint integrity. As an drawbacks of torque and tension tightenexample, say your coffee cup has been ing methods are no longer issues when
sitting for some time after being filled standard fasteners are converted to, or
replaced by, LIFs. With load indicating
and you don’t want to drink cold coffee. You do not check the temperature technology, every bolt is a calibrated
instrument. More focus can be placed on
first, but rather, you warm it in the
achieving and maintaining proper bolt
microwave for 30 seconds. Without
first checking the temperature how do tension and less focus on procuring the
tools and experience traditionally rewe know if the coffee will be too hot,
quired for this task. This means a quickor just right? Perhaps it did not need
er, safer and more accurate wind power
to be heated at all. This may sound
installation, more effective maintenance,
elementary, and yet it is exactly what
and a longer life span. Also, newly dewe are doing when we check a joint
veloped technology for multiple bolt
for tightness with a torque wrench:
reading capabilities, for wind turbine
the tightening process is repeated to
ensure that the same tension achieved applications, in both wired and wireless
forms, are available. Numerous other inat installation is maintained. Is the
time spent re-tightening actually doing dustries have approved the use of LIFs to
something useful? Using this re-torque satisfy warranty and insurance requirements. Now there can be savings in time,
method, do we really know if a bolt
labor, and other expenses in tower bolts,
is loose? Rather we assume they all
by using LIFs to satisfy the mandated
could be loose and tighten indiscriminspection of the bolted joint.
inately. However, there are means to
For over 15 years, Valley Forge & Bolt
verify tension in a bolt without putMfg. Co. in Phoenix, Arizona has dediting a wrench on it.
cated extensive research and production
Available methods for measuring
to these innovative, patented fasteners
bolt tension during and after instaland are the only manufacturer
lations include length measurement,
direct tension indicators, and load-in- worldwide.
windsystemsmag.com
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